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Dev/Ops Context

DevOps is a culture that integrates software 
development and IT operations. It aims to 
accelerate software development by 
providing continuous delivery combined with 
high software quality through automated 
testing.

With the advent of cloud, infrastructure as 
code,containerisation and microservices, 
infrastructure is becoming more dynamic and 
transient.  It’s behaving more like software.

Source: DevOps Research & Assessment, AGC Estimates





What are DevOps practices?



What does DevOps have to do with testing processes?

● DevOps is about integrating development and operations - testing sits right in the middle of that - in terms of 
delivering value to users.  

Key to DevOps is “shifting” testing both left (testing earlier in the development process, e.g. static and 
automated tests after each commit) and right (conducting structured testing in a production 
environment).

● Containerisation and management of infrastructure as code (IaaC) and source control (GitOps) enables 
consistent testing environments.  

It is useful that testers have an understanding of how this works at a technical level, and are able to 
test containers themselves, on their local environment.

● Test Automation is a key part of DevOps.  

This goes beyond just creating and maintaining automated tests, and includes integrating the right 
tests into the continuous delivery process.

*Statistics taken from an informal BCS SIGIST poll.



What does DevOps have to do with testing processes?

*Statistics taken from an informal BCS SIGIST poll.

● Configure and maintain CI/CD test automation themselves rather than relying on a DevOps or Dev colleague
● Integrate test automation with build tools such as Maven
● Build and deploy their own test environment using infrastructure as code and cloud
● Design testing strategies for DevOps systems.

○ Testing implications include component and integration testing of containers, as well as shift-right strategies.  
Shift-right testing strategies include feature toggles, A/B tests and monitoring

● Design tests for clusters of microservices.
○ Infrastructure cost is an important output for performance testing, whereas previously it was typically a fixed 

cost.
○ Compatibility is very important in a complex micro-services and/or containerised environment, where the 

number of interacting, independently deployed test items is much higher.   
○ Reliability is increasingly important, as infrastructure architects design it in to the solution as a key principle.  
○ Maintainability is also crucial to test - a modern DevOps infrastructure needs to be able to move forward and 

backwards automatically and be able to react to signals from monitoring tools and resolve problems 
automatically.

○ Portability has a new meaning, stakeholders are less attached to the underlying operating systems, as they 
are abstracted away from it through virtualization.  However, increasingly organizations are looking to be able 
to be multi-cloud or cloud-agostic.



*Statistics taken from an informal BCS SIGIST poll.

Proposed Certification Scope

This certification shows that the student understands the tooling and automation required to 
support continuous delivery, including:

● source control
● continuous integration
● containerisation
● Infrastructure-as-code
● cloud computing.  

It also covers testing of DevOps systems.



*Statistics taken from an informal BCS SIGIST poll.

Business Objectives & Target Audience

● Students will be able to:
○ explain to stakeholders the benefits of DevOps
○ conduct gap analysis against an existing software delivery process
○ perform basic tasks with popular tools in the end to end process
○ test DevOps systems

● Target audience
○ The certification is aimed at technical testing specialists with experience of test automation, 

who want to learn foundational hands-on skills, as well as technical test managers who 
want to understand the concepts.

○ Experience of test automation, git source control, and basic Java programming is essential.



*Statistics taken from an informal BCS SIGIST poll.

Course Format & Challenges

Hands-On Exercises
● The course will use a real application and implement an end-to-end automated continuous 

delivery pipeline.  
● A Java and open-source stack will be used, supported by AWS, as these are the most common 

tools in industry, and Java is the programming skill most commonly held by testing specialists.

Challenges
● The technical tools in the hands-on exercises need to be installed on the student’s devices, they 

will need full permissions on the device, and it must be a processor that supports virtualisation to 
use docker.  

● One option may be to use AWS Workspaces for provisioning of a remote virtual linux machine.  
Similar to the Selenium course, but without the complexity of installing anything except a remote 
access client.  

● A secondary challenge is that an AWS account is required, in which infrastructure can be created 
and used.  This will presumably need to be provided and funded by the training provider.



Draft LOs - Day 1

● DevOps Concepts
○ K1 - Recall the key concepts of DevOps
○ K1 - Recall the context of DevOps in 

relation to agile and other industry change
○ K2 - Explain the benefits, risks and pitfalls 

of DevOps
○ K2 - Explain the concepts of shift-left and 

shift-right
● Build automation (hands-on: maven)

○ K1 - Recall the concepts
○ K2 - Explain maven goals
○ H3 - Use the tool to build some software

● Continuous Integration (hands-on: jenkins)
○ K1 - Recall the concepts of CI
○ K2 - Explain the features of a CI tool
○ K3 - Use the tool to setup a software 

pipeline
○ H2 - Use declarative pipeline

● Containerisation (hands-on: docker) 
○ K1 - Recall the concepts of 

containerisation
○ K2 - Explain a key concept relating to the 

tool
○ K2 - Explain clustering
○ K3 - Use the tool locally
○ K3 - Use the tool in Jenkins

Practical Outcome - The students have compiled 
an application from source and can see how build 
automation works

Practical Outcome - The students have now setup 
testing automation inside CI/CD

Practical Outcome - The students have now 
experienced using containers to run applications



Draft LOs - Day 2

● Cloud (hands-on: AWS)
○ K1 - Recall the concepts of cloud
○ K2 - Explain how images and servers can be 

used in cloud systems
● Infrastructure-as-code (hands-on: terraform) 

○ K1 - Recall the concept of IaaC
○ K1 - Recall the importance of DNS and load 

balancers
○ K2 - Explain the key features of an IaaC tool
○ K2 - Explain zero downtime deployment
○ H3 - Use the tool to create a network, server 

and load balancer, and deploy an application
● Testing DevOps systems (hands-on: multiple)

○ K1 - Recall the concepts of feature toggles, A/B 
tests and monitoring production systems

○ K2 - Explain the quality risks
○ K2 - Explain applicable types of testing
○ H3 - Execute a resilience test
○ H3 - Execute an automated component test on 

a container

Practical Outcome - The students have now 
experienced creating the infrastructure to support 
an enterprise application, using IaaC.

Practical Outcome - The students have now 
experienced a resilience test and a functional test 
on IaaC
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